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In 1998–1999, a comprehensive low-frequency long-range sound propagation experiment was
carried out by the North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory~NPAL!. In this paper, the data recorded during
the experiment by a billboard acoustic array were used to compute the horizontal refraction of the
arriving acoustic signals using both ray- and mode-based approaches. The results obtained by these
two approaches are consistent. The acoustic signals exhibited weak~if any! regular horizontal
refraction throughut most of the experiment. However, it increased up to 0.4 deg~the sound rays
were bent towards the south! at the beginning and the end of the experiment. These increases
occurred during midspring to midsummer time and seemed to reflect seasonal trends in the
horizontal gradients of the sound speed. The measured standard deviation of the horizontal
refraction angles was about 0.37 deg, which is close to an estimate of this standard deviation
calculated using 3D modal theory of low-frequency sound propagation through internal gravity
waves. © 2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1854435#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Es, 43.30.Qd, 43.30.Re@AIT # Pages: 1527–1537
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound waves propagating over long ranges in the oc
exhibit horizontal refraction in the presence of horizon
gradients of the sound-speed transversal to the directio
propagation. Relatively long-period~weeks-to-months!
variations of the horizontal refraction angle~HRA! can be
caused by mesoscale eddies. Variations on even longer
scales can be due to seasonal trends in the sound-spee
dients. Short-period variations are caused by sound sca
ing by internal waves.

Thus, the dependence of the HRA on time contains
portant information about ocean inhomogeneities. If lon
period variations of HRA could be measured, this would g
an opportunity for acoustic monitoring of large-scale inh
mogeneities in the ocean.1–3 Measurements of the statistic
characteristics of short-period variations may be used for
mote sensing of internal waves.

So far, the horizontal refraction of sound waves prop
gating over long ranges in the ocean has been studied m
theoretically.4–9 For example, in Ref. 4, the HRA of a soun
wave passing through a mesoscale eddy was estimated
deg, and in Ref. 5, the HRA due to a model ocean eddy
calculated as 0.5 deg. These are small values of the HR
a special instrumentation is required to measure them.
HRA and horizontal coherence of a sound wave propaga
in shallow water were studied numerically elsewhere.10

a!Electronic mail: alexander.voronovich@noaa.gov
b!J. A. Colosi is at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,

02543. B. D. Cornuelle, M. A. Dzieciuch, W. H. Munk, and P. F. Worces
are at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California at S
Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093. B. D. Dushaw, B. M. Howe, J. A. Mercer, a
R. C. Spindel are at the Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Wa
ington, Seattle, WA 98105.
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In this paper, the dependence of the HRA on time
studied by processing the data recorded by a billboard ac
tic array of the North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory~NPAL!.
The experiment was carried out in 1998–1999 and is brie
described in Sec. II. Two approaches for signal process
were used. The first approach, which is presented in Sec
is based on the assumption that a sound field impinging
the array is a superposition of plane waves arriving from
particular horizontal direction. This approach is called t
ray-based approach. The second approach employs a m
representation of the sound field~Sec. V!. Using both ap-
proaches, we obtained the dependence of the HRA on t
and studied its short-period and long-period variations. T
results obtained are summarized in the Conclusions.

Preliminary results of signal processing the NPAL da
using these two approaches have been repo
elsewhere.11,12

II. OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENT

In 1998, a billboard acoustic array of NPAL was in
stalled near the coast of California at 36°17.18N,
122°28.788W. For about a year, the array recorded broadba
acoustic signals transmitted by a source located near Ka
Hawaii at a depth of 807 m with coordinates 22°20.948N,
159°34.188W. The distance between the source and the ar
was R53.93103 km. The transmitted signal consisted of
75-Hz carrier which was phase modulated according t
pseudorandom 1023-digit maximal-length M sequence. T
bandwidth of the signal was about 30 Hz. The duration
one sequence was 27.28 s. The sequence was succes
transmitted 40 times so that the total duration of one ses
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rizontal
FIG. 1. ~a! View of the NPAL billboard array in the horizontal plane. The dashed line corresponds to the direction of arrival in the absence of ho
refraction, and the solid line corresponds to the direction of actual arrival. The angle between these directions is the HRAa. ~b! View of the NPAL billboard
array in the vertical plane.~c! Summer sound-speed profile at the array location.
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was 1091.2 s. These sessions were repeated according
schedule with intervals varying from 4 h to 4days.

The billboard array consisted of five vertical line arra
~VLAs! which were positioned along the line approximate
perpendicular to the acoustic propagation path as show
Fig. 1~a!. In the figure, thex axis is directed east, and they
axis is directed north. The horizontal distances between c
secutive VLAs~starting from the most northern VLA1! were
approximately 0.5, 1.2, 0.7, and 1.1 km. The anglea0

513.02 deg indicates a nominal direction of sound propa
tion in a homogeneous ocean along the unrefracted geod
The HRAa indicates a deviation of sound propagation fro
this direction due to horizontal refraction. Positive values
a correspond to bending of acoustic rays towards south.

The first four VLAs consisted of 20 hydrophones sep
rated vertically by approximately 35 m; see Fig. 1~b!. The
overall length of each array was close to 665 m. Hyd
phones of the first four VLAs were located at approximat
the same depthzn , where the indexn51,2,...,20. The fifth
1528 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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~southernmost! VLA5 was twice the size of the other array
and consisted of 40 hydrophones. The ocean depth at
location of the billboard array was 1800 m. The motion
the arrays was monitored by a set of high-frequency tr
sponders which ensured the measurement of hydrophone
sitions with sufficiently high accuracy. A special time
keeping system allowed one to obtain coherent record of
acoustic signals at different VLAs. The summer sound-sp
profile c(z) near the array is shown in Fig. 1~c!. A detailed
description of the transmitted signal and the billboard aco
tic array can be found in Refs. 13, 14.

Along with digital records of raw acoustic signals, pr
processed data were also available for further analysis.
preprocessing was accomplished for each hydrophone i
pendently and included complex demodulation and remo
of M sequence. This removal was done by division of t
signal spectrum by a spectrum of M sequence that mad
transmitted signal effectively ad function within a given
frequency band.~Such preprocessed data are used in S
3

FIG. 2. Amplitude of the sound signal~in arbitrary
units! as a function of time at the hydrophone of VLA
with the indexn53 for t5277.1206 day of the experi-
ment.
Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals
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III C.! Then, 40 successive transmissions were coherently
eraged. Such coherently averaged signals were used in
and modal-based processing~Secs. III A and B, and Sec. V!.

An example of the coherently averaged signal recor
by the hydrophone of VLA3 with the indexn53 for t
5277.1206 day of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2.~Note
that t5277 day of the experiment corresponds to 2 Octo
1998!. The duration of the record is 27.28 s. The signal sta
at about 1 s from the beginning of the record and ends
about 7–8 s, with the rest of the record being dominated
noise. The ratio of the signal intensity at its maximum to t
noise level is about 18 dB.

III. RAY-BASED PROCESSING

A. Approach

The ray-based processing employed cross correlatio
signals recorded by hydrophones located at approxima
the same depth and belonging to different VLAs. This a
proach is the most direct, and it seems to be robust and
not include any implicit or explicit assumptions which a
used in more sophisticated processing approaches~e.g., in
the mode-based approach considered in Sec. V!.

Before performing the cross correlation, a frequency
ter with a bandwidth of 30 Hz was applied to the signals a
they were resampled at a higher rate.~Resampling allowed
us to more accurately determine position of a maximum
the cross-correlation function of two signals.! Furthermore,
the coherently averaged signals were truncated to the
11.67 s since the rest of the signals~with a total duration of
27.28 s! consisted of noise. This ensured a better accurac
measuring the HRAa. ~Note that we also tried to truncat
the coherently averaged signals to first arrivals or finale o
Such truncations resulted in almost the same values of
HRA as in the 11.67-s truncation but larger variances of
HRA, and, therefore, were not used in the ray-based
proach.!

Figure 3~a! shows a cross-correlation function of signa
recorded by the hydrophones with the indexn520 belonging
to VLA3 and VLA4 for t5277.1206 day. The correlatio
between the signals is high and, hence, HRA can be relia
determined. On the other hand, Fig. 3~b! shows a poor cor-
relation between signals recorded by the hydrophones
the indexn520 belonging to VLA2 and VLA4 at the sam
time of the experiment; the HRA cannot be determin
@Note the difference in the vertical scales in Figs. 3~a! and
~b!.# Figures 3~a! and ~b! are typical examples of high an
poor cross correlation between signals recorded by var
pairs of hydrophones.

For a given transmission, we considered different pa
of VLAs ~e.g., VLA3 and VLA4!. We cross correlated th
signals recorded by the hydrophones of two VLAs located
the same leveln. The locations of the maxima of the cros
correlation functions allowed us to obtain the time diffe
encesDtn of signal arrival at 20 pairs of hydrophones. A
suming that plane waves were impinging on the billboa
array from a particular horizontal direction, HRAsan were
expressed in terms of the time differencesDtn
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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an5arcsinS ~Dtn1t!cn

Ln
D1arccosS yn2yn8

Ln
D 2a0 . ~1!

Here,Ln5A(xn2xn8)
21(yn2yn8)

2 is the horizontal distance
between the hydrophones of two VLAs; (xn ,yn) and
(xn8 ,yn8) are the horizontal coordinates of these hydrophon
cn5c(zn) is the sound speed; andt is a time correction to
internal clocks of two VLAs. Accurate positions of all hy
drophones and times corrections were given in the NP
database.

When calculatingan , we assumed that the hydrophon
of two VLAs were located at the same depth. This assum
tion is valid since, in most cases, the differencezn2zn8 in the
vertical coordinates of two hydrophones was only a f
meters. If this difference were taken into account in Eq.~1!,
it would result in the change ofan which is much smaller
than the standard deviations of the HRA, considered below
Also note that uncertainties in clock correctiondt and hori-
zontal coordinates of the hydrophones,dx anddy, resulted
in errorsdat , dax , andday in determining the HRAan .
The value ofdt varied during the experiment; its averag
value was about 1.3 ms for VLA3 and VLA4. The value

FIG. 3. Cross-correlation function of the acoustic signals recorded by
hydrophones with the indexn520 and belonging to~a! VLA3 and VLA4;
~b! VLA2 and VLA4. The figure corresponds tot5277.1206 day.
1529Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals
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dx was about 0.6 m. Since the billboard array was nea
perpendicular to the propagation path, the errorday can be
ignored while the errorsdat and dax can be estimated a
follows: dat;dtc/L and dax;dx/L. For L5700 m ~the
distance between VLA3 and VLA4!, we have dat

;0.16 deg anddax;0.05 deg.
Figure 4~a! shows the dependence ofan on n for t

5277.1206 day computed for VLA3 and VLA4. All value
of an are close to each other and range from20.2 to 0.35
deg. This indicates high coherence between acoustic sig
recorded by VLA3 and VLA4. The mean value of the HR
a and its standard deviations were computed using the va
ues ofan satisfying the following constraint:

uanu<uDau, ~2!

whereDa52 deg. This constraint was used to eliminate u
realistically large values ofan which occurred due to the
occasional poor correlation of signals recorded by some p
of hydrophones. The valueDa52 deg is chosen such that
exceeds significantly the resulting standard deviations. For
the data shown in Fig. 4~a!, a50.02 deg,s50.13 deg, and
N520, whereN is the number of hydrophone pairs satisf
ing the constraint Eq.~2!. Note thata and s calculated in

FIG. 4. Horizontal refraction anglean versus hydrophone numbern for t
5277.1206 day.~a! Data obtained with the use of VLA3 and VLA4.~b!
Data obtained with the use of VLA2 and VLA4.
1530 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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such a way correspond to the averaged values of the re
tion angle and its variance over the depth and 40 succes
sequences~i.e., over 1091.2 s!. Also note that in Fig. 4~a! and
similar figures for other days of the experiments, we did n
see any systematic dependence ofan on n.

The HRAsan were similarly computed for other pair
of VLAs, e.g., VLA1 and VLA2, VLA1 and VLA3, etc. For
VLA5 we used only 20 hydrophones located at depths cl
to those for hydrophones of VLA1 through VLA4. For adja
cent pairs of VLAs~i.e., for VLA1 and VLA2, VLA2 and
VLA3, VLA3 and VLA4, VLA4 and VLA5! the dependence
of an on n was usually~but not always! similar to that shown
in Fig. 4~a!.

On the other hand, for nonadjacent pairs of VLAs~e.g.,
VLA1 and VLA3, VLA1 and VLA4!, the dependence ofan

of n almost always had a different character. For examp
Fig. 4~b! shows the dependence ofan of n obtained with the
use of VLA2 and VLA4 for the same dayt5277.1206 as
that for Fig. 4~a!. One can see that the values ofan randomly
vary in a much broader interval from260 to 30 deg.@Note
that the scale of vertical axes in Figs. 4~a! and~b! differs by
nearly 2 orders of magnitudes. Therefore, if the data fr
Fig. 4~a! were plotted in Fig. 4~b!, they would lie nearly
perfectly along a horizontal line.# At levels n57 and n
512 the cross-correlation technique failed to produce ph
cally meaningful real values ofan . Furthermore, it follows
from Fig. 4~b! that the numberN of hydrophones satisfying
the condition Eq.~2! is only N52. Apparently, this is not
enough to estimate a mean refraction anglea.

For a given transmission, values ofa, s, and N were
calculated for all available pairs of VLAs. The cases cor
sponding toN<14 ands>0.6 deg were considered as fai
ures and were discarded. Finally, the pair of VLAs with
minimal value ofs was chosen.~In most cases, these wer
VLA3 and VLA4.! This value ofs was considered as th
standard deviations(t) of the HRA for transmission timet,
and the corresponding HRAa was considered asa(t). For
example, fort5277.1206 day, the minimal value ofs was
for VLA3 and VLA4; therefore,a~277.1206!50.02 deg and
s~277.1206!50.13 deg.

Using the NPAL data, we also calculated the cro
correlation coefficient between signals at the hydrophone
two VLAs with the same indexn. The obtained cross
correlation coefficients were then averaged overn ~i.e., over
depth!. Figures 5~a! and ~b! show the dependence of th
averaged cross-correlation coefficients on the distance
tween VLAs. Figure 5~a! corresponds tot5257.2873 day,
while Fig. 5~b! corresponds tot5285.2873 day. The figure
are typical for other days of the experiment. The dashed li
in Figs. 5~a! and~b! are theoretical curves exp(2l2/rc

2) which
were used to fit experimental data. Here,l is the distance
between the VLAs andr c is the horizontal coherence radiu
The value ofr c was an adjustable parameter for the best
of the theoretical curves to the experimental data. The in
section of the dashed lines with the horizontal dotted lin
gives the value of the coherence radiusr c . It follows from
Figs. 5~a! and~b! that r c varies in the range of 500–1000 m
Note thatr c was considerably less than the distance betw
nonadjacent pairs of VLAs. This explains why the nonad
Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals
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cent pairs could not usually be used to measure the H
e.g., see Fig. 4~b!.

B. The time dependence of the HRA

The algorithm described in the previous subsection
lowed us to obtain the dependence of the HRAa on time for
the period of the NPAL experiment fromt5197 to t
5546 day. This dependence is shown in Fig. 6~a!, where
crosses correspond to computed values ofa. In the figure,
each HRAa was computed together with its standard dev
tion s, which varied in the range from 0.13 to 0.6 deg. T
mean value of all standard deviations ofa shown in Fig. 6~a!
is s̄50.37 deg. Note that 67% of the data in Fig. 6~a! was
obtained by processing signals of VLA3 and VLA4, an
23% was obtained with the use of VLA1 and VLA2. Th
horizontal distances between these pairs~700 and 500 m,
respectively! were of the order of the coherence radiusr c .
The distances between other adjacent pairs of VLAs w
greater than 1 km.

It is seen from Fig. 6~a! that short-term~hours to days!
variations of the HRAa are of the order 0.3–0.5 deg. The

FIG. 5. Cross-correlation coefficient of acoustic signals recorded by dif
ent VLAs versus the distance between VLAs.~a! t5257.2873 day;~b! t
5285.2873 day.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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variations are probably due to sound scattering by inter
gravity waves~see Sec. IV below!.

Long-period~weeks to months! variations of the HRAa
are not seen in Fig. 6~a!. If they do exist, they are masked b
short-term variations.

The values of the HRAa averaged over 1 day are show
in Fig. 7. These data show less variance than those in
6~a!. The solid lines in Figs. 6~a! and 7 are the least-squar
data fit by a polynomial of the order 10. These solid lines
close to each other and we interpret them as seasonal v
tions ofa. In the midspring to midsummer of 1998 and 199
~197–210 and 470–545 days!, the value ofa is positive and
reaches 0.4 deg. Note that this value is close to the valu
s̄50.37 deg. However, it seems that a systematic increas
the HRAa in Figs. 6~a! and 7 does exist. Also note that, fo
197–210 and 470–545 days and VLA3, the averaged un
tainties dt were 0.30 and 0.62 ms, respectively, and th
were less than the averaged uncertaintydt51.3 ms during
the whole period of the experiment.~For VLA4, these uncer-
tainties were of the same order of magnitude.! The errors
dat corresponding to these uncertainties are given by 0

r-

FIG. 6. Dependence of the horizontal refraction anglea on time calculated
by: ~a! the ray-based approach,~b! the mode-based approach. The solid lin
are the least-square data fit to a polynomial of the order 10.
1531Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals



FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6~a! but for the horizontal re-
fraction anglesa averaged over 1 day.
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and 0.08 deg. These errors are small enough to have a
nificant effect on a systematic increase of the HRA in 19
210 and 470–545 days.

The average horizontal gradient of the sound sp
across the sound propagation path can be estimated as1

1

c

dc

dy
5

2a

R
, ~3!

whereR is the path length. A maximum deviation from ze
of the solid line in Figs. 6~a! and 7 is about 0.4 deg. Subst
tuting the valuea50.4 deg into Eq.~3!, we estimate the
horizontal sound-speed gradient as

1

c

dc

dy
;3.631026 km21. ~4!

This gradient is of the order of a typical horizontal gradie
of large-scale variations of sound-speed fields in the ocea15

We also tried to compare the value of this gradient within
1532 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
ig-
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situ measurements. Unfortunately, according to Ref. 16,
measurements close to the sound propagation path were
during the NPAL experiment.

C. Signals from passing ships

The ray-based approach described above was also
ployed for signal processing of NPAL data that were n
coherently averaged over 40 identical transmissions. Non
eraged signals had smaller signal-to-noise ratio than the
eraged ones. As a result, in most cases the dependencean

on n had a random character similar to that shown in F
4~b! so that the HRA could not be determined. Occasiona
however, the processing revealed sufficiently strong, sta
signals that were coming from directions significantly diffe
ent from the nominal direction towards the source. We int
preted such signals as being due to passing ships. Figu
shows the angular position of a ship as a function of time
on
FIG. 8. Dependence of the angular position of a ship
time obtained fort5500.7873 day.
Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals
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t5500.7873 day, obtained with the use of VLA1 and VLA
According to Fig. 8, the angular speed of a ship is equa
0.245 deg/min. If the ship were 50 nm from the NPAL arra
its transverse speed would be 13 kn. Note that, since a
emits a broadband signal, no aliasing was present when
termining its angular position. Furthermore, the horizon
coherence of signals from ships was larger than that of
NPAL signals since the ships were much closer to the VL
This allowed us to use VLA1 and VLA4 separated by 2.4 k
for calculation of the cross correlation of signals from pa
ing ships.

IV. STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE REFRACTION
ANGLE

The standard deviations̄ of the HRA calculated in Sec
III B results from sound scattering by internal waves, t
uncertaintydx, and the effect of ambient noise on sign
processing. The uncertaintydt does not contribute tos̄
since it was the same for every pair of hydrophones wh
was used to calculate the HRA and its standard deviat
The uncertaintiesdx were measured for every hydrophon
Since about 20 hydrophone were used when calculating
HRA, the contribution ofdax to s̄ can be estimated a
dax /A20;0.01 deg and can be safely ignored.

The signal~at its maximum! to noise ratio was relatively
large ~see Fig. 2! and the correlation between the signals
adjacent VLAs was usually high@see Fig. 3~a!#. Therefore,
one could expect that the effect of noise ons̄ is small. Note
that this effect is difficult to estimate quantitatively since t
ray-based approach is nonlinear. At any rate, we can c
clude that the calculated value ofs̄ is an upper limit of the
standard deviation of the HRA due to sound scattering
internal waves.

In Ref. 17, another approach was used to calculate
HRA using the NPAL data. That approach employed verti
beamforming and a turning point filter18 and also resulted in
the standard deviation of the HRA of about 0.4 deg.17

We also obtained two theoretical estimates of the st
dard deviations̄ of the HRA due to sound scattering b
internal waves. The first estimate uses the relationship
tween the coherence radiusr c and the standard deviations̄
of angles at which the wavefront is impinging on the arra

s̄;
1

k0r c
, ~5!

where k05v/c0 is a reference wave number andv is the
frequency.@It can be shown that, for a plane wave propag
ing through random inhomogeneities with a Gaussian sp
trum, Eq. ~5! takes the forms̄5A2/(k0r c).] For f 575 Hz
andr c in a range of 500–1000 m, it follows from Eq.~5! that
s̄ is in a range of 0.26–0.51 deg. These values are clos
s̄50.37 deg which was obtained in the ray-based approa

The second estimate employes a 3D, modal theory
low-frequency sound propagation through internal grav
waves developed in Ref. 19. Using this theory, it can
shown that the energy distribution with respect to horizon
angles obeys a diffusion equation with the following diff
sion coefficient:
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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D5k0
2l * . ~6!

Here, l * is a parameter with the dimension of length

l * 5
p

2 (
n,m, j

E k2Pj~jn2jm ,k!@Nnm
j ~k!#2dk. ~7!

In this equation,Pj (qx ,qy) is the internal wave spectrum,qx

and qy are components of the wave vector,j is the internal
wave mode index,n andm are the acoustic mode indices,jn

is thenth acoustic mode wave number, and the matrixNnm
j

describes the interaction between the acoustic and inte
wave modes

Nnm
j ~k!5E un~z!um~z!F j~A~jn2jm!21k2,z!dz. ~8!

Here, F j (q,z) is a profile of thejth mode of the internal
wave with the horizontal wave numberq, andun , um are the
acoustic mode profiles. Numerical estimates made for
Garrett–Munk spectrum of internal waves and the canon
Munk sound-speed profile results inl * 55.4•10211m. The
standard deviations̄ of the angles at which the wavefront
impinging on the array is related to the diffusion coefficie
D by the following formula:

s̄5ADR5k0Al * R. ~9!

Using the value ofl * given above, we haves̄50.26 deg.
This value ofs̄ is of the same order of magnitude as t
value s̄50.37 deg obtained in the ray-based approach.

All these support the conclusion that the standard de
tion s̄50.37 deg obtained in the ray-based approach
mainly due to scattering of the acoustic signals by inter
waves.

V. MODAL PROCESSING

To independently check that a seasonal trend in the H
shown in Figs. 6~a! and 7 does exist, we used a differe
approach for signal processing of the NPAL data which
based on a modal representation of a sound signal impin
on the billboard array. A modal approach works particula
well for low-frequency sound fields. The results obtained
this approach are presented below.

A. Approach

Modal analysis of acoustic signals measured by a sin
VLA located in the deep ocean was considered in Refs. 2
24. However, the approaches developed in these refere
cannot be directly used in coherent signal processing
acoustic signals recorded by a billboard array. Based on
ideas presented in these references, we developed a m
approach for coherent processing of acoustic signals
corded by five VLAs of the NPAL billboard array.

Let (xb ,yb ,zb) be the coordinates of hydrophones
five VLAs. Hereinafter, the subscriptb51,2,...,120 indicates
a particular hydrophone. In the modal approach, the comp
sound pressure at a particular hydrophone and at a partic
frequencyv i is expressed in the following form:
1533Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals
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pb~v i !5 (
m51

M ~v i !

um~zb ,v i !exp~2 ikx,m~v i !xb2 ikyyb!

3am~v i !. ~10!

Here, the subscriptm indicates the mode number,M (v i) is
the total number of modes, which was equal to 10 in
numerical implementation of the modal approach,um(z,v)
is the acoustic mode profile,am(v i) is the mode amplitude
andkx,m andky are the components of the sound wave vec
in the direction of thex- andy axes, respectively. Note tha
in this section, thex axis is chosen in the direction of th
nominal sound propagation. In numerical implementation,
adjacent frequencies were included into coherent proces
so that in Eq.~10! i 51,2,...,10. A frequency incrementD f 0

between adjacent frequenciesv i and v i 11 was determined
by the signal duration:D f 051/(27.28 s)50.0367 Hz. Thus,
the modal processing was coherent within a narrow
quency bin 10D f 050.367 Hz. The total number of frequenc
bins was 80, covering a frequency range of 75614.66 Hz.

Note that in Eq.~10! there is no summation overky ; i.e.,
we assume that there is only one dominant direction of sig
arrival in the horizontal plane.~The attempts to resolve dif
ferent arrival angles in the horizontal plane were not succ
ful.! The HRA a is related to ky by the formula: ky

5k0 sina. Furthermore, in Eq.~10! kx,m5Ajm
2 2ky

2, where
jm(v) is the horizontal wave number of themth mode. Ne-
glecting small terms of ordera2, we havekx,m5jm . Finally,
in Eq. ~10!, the acoustic mode profilesum(z,v) and the hori-
zontal wave numbersjm(v) were numerically calculated a
a solution of the standard differential equation for acous
modes d2um /dz21(v2/c22jm

2 )um50 with appropriate
boundary conditions.

For a given value of the HRAa ~saya50.1 deg! and a
chosen frequency bin, Eq.~10! with b51,2,...,120 andi
51,2,...,10 is a set of equations for determining the mo
amplitudesam(v i) which are convenient to represent as
vectora with a dimension 103M . In matrix notations, this
set can be written as

Ta5p. ~11!

For a given value ofa and chosen frequency bin, the matr
T was computed numerically using the positions of hyd
phones and the values ofum(zb ,v i) andjm(v i).

In the presence of ambient noise, a least-square solu
~pseudoinversion! of Eq. ~11! is well known

a5~T1T!21T1p. ~12!

Here, the superscript ‘‘1’’ indicates a Hermitian conjugation
The matrixT1T is a non-negative square Hermitian matr
and in principle, Eq.~12! can be solved directly. The prob
lem arises when the matrixT1T has very small eigenvalues
which was the case in the present study. To regularize
solution, we used the following constraint:

iai25(
m,i

uam~v i !u25a0
2, ~13!

wherea0 is a positive constant. The physical meaning of t
constraint is that sound scattering in the ocean mainly res
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in a redistribution of energy of an acoustic signal betwe
different modes, with the total energy being constant. A c
crete value of the constanta0 was determined by trial and
error; the final results were not sensitive to a particu
choice of this parameter within rather broad limits.

Using a Lagrange multiplierr, the solution of Eq.~11!
can be reduced to the minimization of the following co
function:

g5iTa2pi21r ~ iai22a0
2!. ~14!

Differentiatingg with respect toa, we obtain the following
equation:

~T1T1rI !a5T1p, ~15!

where I is the unity matrix. Thus, we obtained a ‘‘diagon
loading’’ regularization. However, the value of the regula
ization parameterr is not prescribed and has yet to be det
mined using Eq.~13!.

Let us express the matrixT1T in a diagonal form

T1T5UdU1, ~16!

where d5diag(dn) is a diagonal matrix consisting of rea
non-negative eigenvaluesdn of the matrixT1T and whose
unitary matrix of normalized eigenvectors isU. Substituting
Eq. ~16! into Eq. ~15!, we have

~d1rI !U1a5U1T1p. ~17!

Denotingvn5(U1T1p)n , we find from Eq.~17!

~U1a!n5
vn

dn1r
. ~18!

Now, Eq. ~13! gives the following equation for the regula
ization parameterr:

iai25iUai25(
n

uvnu2

~dn1r !2
5a0

2. ~19!

This is a single scalar equation with respect tor, and in spite
of its nonlinearity it can be easily solved numerically. Su
stituting the obtained values ofr into Eq.~18!, we calculated
the vectora

a5US vn

dn1r D . ~20!

After the mode amplitudesam(v i) were obtained, the
complex sound pressure within a chosen frequency bin
calculated as the right-hand side of Eq.~10!.

The next step in the modal approach was to find h
close the reconstructed sound field was to the measured
To do this, we introduced the norm of the measured acou
signal

NP
2 5(

b,i
upb~v i !u2. ~21!

Furthermore, we introduced the norm of the difference
tween the measured and reconstructed signals
Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals
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b,i
Upb~v i !2 (

m51

M

um~zb ,v i !

3exp~2 i jm~v i !xb2 ikyyb!am~v i !U2

. ~22!

Then, the ratio

kdP5
NdP

NP
, ~23!

characterized how well the measured sound field was re
structed. Small and large values ofkdP correspond to good
and poor reconstructions, respectively. The coefficientkdP is
referred to as a ‘‘pressure reduction coefficient.’’ The pr
sure reduction coefficients obtained independently for e
narrow frequency bin were then averaged over all 80 bin

The final step in the modal approach was to calculate
coefficientskdP for a set of 50 different HRAa, equally
spaced within the interval~21.5°,2.0°!. A minimum value of
kdP corresponds to the ‘‘true’’ HRA. The difference betwee
minimum and maximum values ofkdP is referred to as a
contrast. When the contrast was low~less than 0.01!, and
hence, the minimum was not well pronounced, the result
rejected and the HRA was not determined.

B. Results

The dependences of the pressure reduction coeffic
kdP versus the HRAa for all six transmissions of day 519 i
shown in Fig. 9. The values of the HRA corresponding
absolute minima in these dependences are marked by a
isks.

Corresponding mode amplitudesuamu averaged over al
frequency bins versus mode number are shown in Fig.
The curves corresponding to different transmissions lo
fairly similar, except for one corresponding to day 519.5
Note that this is exactly the same time when the press
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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reduction coefficient is the lowest in Fig. 9. Generally, w
observe an increase of amplitudes for higher-order mod
The reason for this increase is not clear; it might be the re
of bottom scattering in the vicinity of the VLAs. The curve
shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are typical for other days of t
experiment.

As was mentioned, the cases when the contrast was
then 0.01 were rejected. The cases with values of a pres
reduction coefficient greater than 0.985 were rejected a
The remaining results of the dependence of the HRA on t
are plotted in Fig. 11. Most of the data are concentrated
small values of the HRA; however, there are some ca
when the HRA are much different from typical values. The
cases were also rejected, and only the values ofa within the
interval~20.3°,0.6°! were selected. These values and their
by a polynomial of the order of 10 is shown in Fig. 5~b!. One
can see that scattering ofa is significant and is of the orde
of the observed trends. However, the solid line in Fig. 5~b! is
similar to that in Fig. 5~a!. This supports the conclusion tha
a seasonal trend in the dependence of the HRA on time
ists. It should be noted here that Figs. 5~a! and ~b! were
obtained by different independent approaches.

Finally, note that the dependence of the HRA on tim
was obtained in Ref. 17 by another approach. The res
obtained are very similar to those in Figs. 5~a! and ~b!. All
these indicate that a seasonal trend in the HRA probably d
exist.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Horizontal refraction of low-frequency acoustic signa
that were transmitted for about a year from Kauai, Haw
and received at the NPAL billboard array near the Califor
coast was studied. Both ray-based and mode-based
proaches were used in data processing. The results obta
with these two approaches are similar.
1535Voronovich et al.: Horizontal refraction of acoustic signals
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In spite of relatively strong short-period variations in t
HRA and rather low values of cross gradients of the sou
speed in the Pacific region under investigation, change
the HRA of the order of 0.4 deg were measured. This h
pened during the midspring–midsummer period of 1998
of 1999 when the data revealed weak but systematic ben
of the rays towards the south. This suggests that meas
ments of horizontal refraction may be used for remote se
ing of inhomogeneities in the ocean. Appropriate acou
measurements carried out in more active regions of the oc
and at shorter distances may allow us to estimate temp
variability of horizontal inhomogeneities, including ver
short time scales. This information is presently difficult
obtain byin situ measurements at reasonable cost.
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Also, it was found that the upper limit of the standa
deviation of the arrival angles due to sound scattering
internal waves wass̄50.37 deg. This value is close to th
theoretical estimates̄50.26 deg of the standard deviation o
the HRA due to sound scattering by internal waves. Acco
ing to this theoretical estimate, the standard deviation of
HRA is proportional to the frequencyf and the square root o
the sound propagation pathR. Therefore, the value ofs̄ mea-
sured atf 575 Hz andR53900 m could be used for scaling
This value can help to determine the values of horizon
gradients of sound speed which can be monitored by m
suring horizontal refraction at particular distances and f
quencies.

The standard deviations̄50.37 deg corresponds to th
l

es
st
f-
FIG. 11. Dependence of the horizonta
refraction anglea on time obtained by
the mode-based approach. The valu
of a are selected according to contra
and maximal pressure reduction coe
ficient criteria only.
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correlation radiusr c;700 m of the sound field impinging o
the array. This value ofr c is of the order of those obtaine
from the dependence of the correlation coefficient on
distance between VLAs; see Figs. 5~a! and ~b!.
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